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Outbound Services

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE March 3, 2011 BUFFALO GROVE, ILL.
QCSS, Inc., a Chicago land outsource Call Center and Telemarketing firm announces
acquisition of www.CallCenter-US.com , www.Telemarketing-US.com and
www.USAContactCenter.com

Appointment Setting
Lead Generation
Tele-Selling
Seminar Booking
Client Reactivation

Inbound Services
Customer Service
Lead Capture
Up-Selling
Ad Response

“2011 has already proven to be a phenomenal year for QCSS, Inc. as well as for
the clients we serve and we’re looking forward to providing quality resources to buyers
seeking niche Call Center partners they can trust to grow their business.” said President
and CEO Cathy Karabetsos.
Karabetsos continued, “We are honored that so many corporations have utilized
our resources and we do not take lightly our responsibility to assist our clients in solid and
consistent growth. Further, we realize the impact we have at the local, state and
national levels for creating and maintaining jobs. Each time we dial, connect and
provide a lead or appointment that converts to a sale for our clients, the economy
moves.
From the person that answers the phone to the phone companies, to the
prospective client agreeing to discuss assistance in filling a need, to pick and pack
employees, to shipping or logistics involved, to all the management required-we create
jobs, assist in moving goods and help to lift our economy-all of which we take very, very
seriously. Nothing fills my heart more than to know we are proving food on the table for
so many hard-working Americans”.
Both new sites have been designed to make shopping for Call Center and
Telemarketing services a cinch and hassle free. QCSS, Inc. will interview the buyer and
then make the recommendation, matching buyers to Call Centers based on their
specific needs for top results. We have partnerships nationwide with the best and
brightest call centers and placing business where it is best suited, works for everyone.
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To learn more about QCSS, please visit www.qcssinc.com or call 888.229.7046
QCSS, Inc. generates revenue opportunities for companies who want to increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of their sales and marketing efforts. Our team of professionals performs inbound
and outbound telemarketing, appointment setting, and other front-line sales activities that
companies have traditionally found difficult to measure, manage and staff.
When we combine our industry experience with our clients’ aggressive sales targets, we fill that
unmet need called ‘execution’, and empower our clients to achieve great results. With QCSS’s
proven process, our clients maximize their front-line sales productivity, and ultimately their
company’s profitability.

